Week in Review:
US equities rallied to close out the second quarter of 2020 – the S&P 500 (+19.95%)
and NASDAQ (+30.83%) had their best quarters in over 20 years, while the Dow
Jones (+17.77%) had its best quarter since 1987. The rally has been sustained by
hopes of a “V” shaped economic recovery and a corona virus vaccine, as well as the
monetary and fiscal support provided by the Federal Reserve and Congress.
The unemployment report released last week by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
showed a decline in unemployment from 13.3% in May to 11.1% in June. Meanwhile
the Labor Department revealed weekly initial jobless claims rose by 1.427 million the
previous week vs 1.38 million expected. This was the 15th straight week of more than 1
million claims. Data has shown that while early on in the pandemic most job losses
were temporary, a growing share of new layoffs have been permanent, which could
hinder the economic recovery.
Warren Buffett's Berkshire Hathaway has agreed to buy the natural gas transmission
and storage assets of Dominion Energy for $4 billion. Including the assumption of
debt, the deal is worth about $10 billion. With the deal, Berkshire Hathaway Energy
will carry 18% of all interstate natural gas transmission in the United States, up from
8% currently.

Economic Calendar:
Jobless Claims - Thursday, July 9th
US Producer Price Index - Friday, July 10th
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